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eventually became the practice of hypnosis. We believe
that poetry and art are loci of these energies, and a means
of transport between consciousnesses.
MESMER was created, curated, and printed by Emma
Furman and Sean Pritchard in their home in Nashville,
TN. Billie the Dog was and is a constant source of
inspiration. They would still love for you to visit.
Emma and Sean would like to offer their immense
appreciation to their friend and once roommate,
Kate Sullivan, for her design and layout work. You
can view her work at katelynsullivandesign.com and
revelroadcreative.com.

ELVIS
the window seals
the scene behind it.
first the city’s too
distinct, then the buildings are eclipsed,
		
as if
the city’s performing itself. glittered.
spangles on stage. some-one says are you sick. mama, in my
dreams, says where have you
been. the scope tightens, then
widens. everyone
stands to sing.
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EVERYTHING ELSE
Anywhere I go, I’m there, that’s where I am. I can’t
stand, or barely, the fugue I keep hearing
in each variation. I’m sunk. I want already to have done
with that. Everybody can’t know everything
is what I always try to remember. I’m thinking:
we ought to grasp on to this stillness,
it’s all that might fill us. Some quiet, some calm.
A small bird wings its quickened likeness
to the water. Here the mirror’s slick with steam.
City’s sleeping. Pizzicato strings.
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AFTER AMERICA
It’s America still. Not
yet post		apocalyptic
		B-reel,
ex-Empire of melting
ice cream.
For now, parasite
and host
		remain lip		locked,
burning
in a dream of money,
		
fire we
		cannot feel.
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TINDER MOMENTS
Life is an enigma and I’m a GENTLEMEN
A man I once knew and is still watching from afar is me
I’m a fairy quiet dude in public
I love a woman who talks to deers
I’ve spent my entire life in a lake
I own a female aussie named Swimming Pool Guy
I’m just you’re average guy—I figure I’m going to try to live
forever
Recent race horse
I make time for myself because I’m a book worth reading
I pretend to be a doctor every day
Sick feet tall and music
Explorer, open to mouse things, absolutely no drama
A real rocket on the inside
Currently work in postsurgical lolololololololololololololololol
I’m an antelope, totally out of control
No motivation for anything but looking for something genuine
Obsessed with empathy and samurai
Just realized I have never lived my life
I eat chicken guitars jesus house remodeling and smiles
In Soviet Russia something writes about YOU
Been around people my whole life—looking for something different
How u doin baby? I’M NOT KIDDING!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Single full time daddy to a bunch of tiny men
I love driving in the ocean and drinking Florida caves
Its so hard to explain
I can go outside or stay inside whatever u want
I am a Alabama fish!
I enjoy the finger things in life
Pharmacy Benefit Management, Landlord, 6’4”, Flipper
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CHAIR

BABY SONG
it stands on four legs
it barks
you call it chair,
even if she had her own first name
that somebody gave her
when she was born
and there was some holy water on it,
congratulation cards,
and everything.

There is singing. There is whistling. There are voices
smacking together and there is no way to make sense of what is
happening. There are men brushing their wet forearms against me
and they don’t even care that we are all naked. Eventually a stall
becomes available and I concede to the tepid shower. As I wash I
hear a faint utterance from the shower stall adjacent mine. It’s a
man singing. His song is hard to hear over the foreign cacophony
of banter taking place on the opposite side of my shower curtain so
I listen harder.
It’s in a foreign tongue so I understand none of it, but its
melody slowly defeats all other sound and it’s beautiful. I no longer
feel the now icy stream sputtering from my sad shower head. The
sounds of the other washers disappear as I press my forehead
against the prefabricated wall of the shower stall and I try and
memorize the melody; the language being lost on me—please let
me at least remember the melody. But it is foreign and my brain
cannot process it. The man stops singing and the song is lost. It
chases my soapsuds down the drain and forever out of sight and I
wake to the wretchedness of my shower head. The world is upside
down and I am alone and wet and naked in a strange place with
strange men.
I rinse my body and dry myself inside the cramped stall
and then exit. I carefully make my way to the sink, mindful not to
touch anyone else, and begin to shave. There is a man standing
next to me—a very muscular man, clad in a towel and talking
loudly. He turns to the stall of the singing man and with a strange
tongue whips a command. It’s short and harsh. The man starts to
sing his song again. I smile to myself and the muscular man next to
me notices and makes intentional eye contact, forcing me to look at
him.
There is a moment of discomfort and then I ask him what
the man is singing. He smiles a big smile showing me many teeth;
white teeth, much whiter than my own and I am jealous.
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-A baby song. He says. His English is not fantastic but he is
enthusiastic about speaking to me.
-A baby song? I did not immediately understand.
The man, knowing that he would not be able to conjure an
accurate explanation using words very slowly and with great care
takes his left hand and cradles his right elbow and then takes his
right hand and cradles his left elbow. Slowly he rocks his shoulders
from left to right and right to left gazing at an invisible package in
his arms. He then raises his head, smiles a large, white, jealousyevoking smile and looks at me softly.
-A baby song, he said, and continued to rock his arms, holding
what I now understood to be a baby; we gaze at the ghost.
-A BABY SONG! OH! He was very excited that I understood. There
were cheers from all the showers. I felt as though I had scored a
goal and was very proud of myself and turned to share my crooked
accomplished smile with all who were standing in the shower line.
We were all quite happy at that time.
I finished at the sink, packed all my shower things and then
walked back to my sleeping area. I tried for quite some time to
remember the melody. To resurrect it in my head like some witch
doctor would a soul. It could not be done. The song is lost and long
silent.
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EVERY MOMENT IS
A BLESSING!!!

(imagining mountains)

1.
The wolf at the door,
the gangreen on my left foot.
the most boring
and persistent
thing.

TREE-MAPPING
She’s mapping out all the trees she can think of, dabbing circles of
color onto a paper, keeping track of all the names of every tree she’s
learned. It all falls away terribly from her as quickly as she tries to
mark it down. Sitting in the crotch of a Melealuca, trying to be alone
with all the names. She scraped away at the poor tree’s bark like
a sunburn, like a hangnail. She’s a small and fat possum, curling
her naked tail to catch the paperbark dandruff, to write. dabbing at
paper, waiting for her mom to pick her up.

2.
Moved the bed up against
the windows to make room
for friends we haven’t made yet.
it stayed there because I slept with my face against the window,
watching it snow the snow.
3.
snowy granite like sleeping dalmatians
and quiet admirable winter. be majestic.
be majestic I say to myself, not moving from bed.
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DAN HOWELL BUILDING THE
GREAT WALL OF WINESBURG
from Winesburg Appendix

Of course, I want this wall to be seen from outer space like
that other great wall in China. I am not sure though if I am
constructing this wall with a purpose of keeping people from
coming in or keeping people from going out. I am positive that I
want the wall to run the whole circuit of the city. Later, I
will think about dry moats, glacis, ramparts, ravelins,
tenailles, hornworks or crown works, and bastions, lots of
bastions. I will build a model in the shed sculpted out of sugar
cubes and rejected block erasers from the eraser factory. So out
there in space, you'll look down from the stars to see my star
fort. Course after course. Orchards of plumb lines. And yet I am
still not sure where the danger is coming from, inside or out.
Perhaps this star will collapse in upon itself, turn itself
inside out. A big black hole, so big it can be seen, or not
seen, from outer space.
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THE TRANSFORMERS OF
WINESBURG
from Winesburg Appendix

There seems to be an inordinate amount of failure in Winesburg
of pole positioned step-down transformers. In ordinary cases
one would suspect the errant squirrel or random branch. But
reconstructions of the outages fail to produce any evidence for
such occult disruptions. It would be nice to find the carcass
of a rodent or two, telltale sign of charcoal. But no. By all
indications these explosions appear to be spontaneous, and they
are persistent. Block after block go out nightly, occurring at
dusk in the gloaming. It is akin to the current theories of
infant colic that postulates the child, after a trying day of
nervously wiring a nervous system for locomotion or
communication collapses in the dark, the newly minted and
fragile synapses snapping, the whole tenuous system giving up
the ghost, so to speak, melting down into a fussy and
inconsolable puddle. There is something too about the magnetic
fields hereabouts. The northern lights can often be seen on the
southern edge of city. There is the theory as well that Rea
Magnet Wire has wired the town, using its grid to field test
new alloys for cable and experimental insulation sleeves.
Perhaps there is something in the ground that prevents the
proper grounding. The high-tension electricity leaks. At night,
we have grown used to the pop, pop, pop of the transformers transforming, the heavy defeated breakers thumping home in the
distant substations, that flickering light, and, then, that
sudden but all too familiar darkness.
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GATES
am i making too much of these
gates blown open
at the baseball diamond
the wind’s been wet all year
this february first
call the senator
a supremacist
whoever has homes here call in sick
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BORSCHT BELT
Heart’s a blot on a wet canvas
I get by
I whisper the words Borscht Belt
Pull a baggie of Squash Blossoms
From the trash in my dream
I read Johnny Appleseed
Ate nothing but butternuts
One winter then he died

LIKE A WINDOW MORE LIKE
A HOLE
I wish we had dog president
Who woke the country to smells
I wish chicken pox not zika
I wish like amelia earhart
My name told you the location of my heart
What would my name be? brick
I wish I ate crow raw but I bake it
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CURTAIN CALL
I’m running late again
to the curtain call.
This night the
crowd cheers longer
and louder than the last.
Some counterfeit appears to play us off –
an advanced copy.
Those in the front row:
I think they know.
(a ribald charade)
The cast prepares for hungry nights
now the show is over.
The lights will dim
and the war rolls on.
A charlatan waits at the door.
The bones beneath the theatre
are fixed and
mute as stone.
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WHERE THE DEER GO
Where the deer go after man
dies his last in the dusk isn’t
for me to know.
I’ll be gone, in the dirt where my bones will wait to be dug up and
used as clubs to cleave the
heads of deer open, meat filleted
with sharpened ulnae. My flensed skull atop
some future creature’s mantel.
In the wreck they’ll find The Da Vinci Code and
a Fleshlight; a few bottles of Lexapro and Nexium and Viagra;
cracked, dead iPhones flung like fertilizer across the dirt, crunching
beneath their feet.
Maybe they won’t understand.
Rivers will bend and slough off poisons.
A starling will call its music from the crag
of a looted bank, but soon
it will wind its way to the bough of an evergreen.
In that breath all things will
sigh and bloom as far as the
eye can see if there were
eyes to see.
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HOMESICK

1.10

From his seat by the window, Collins can hear the wind, watch the rain splatter
against the insulated glass windows. He looks down at London, countless stories below, the runoff of rain and fog and exhaust, and the smeared orange and
red lights from the streets. The people look like characters from a video game,
wandering here and there. For some reason, Collins thinks about a pack of wild
dogs he saw when he visited Kruger with some mates from university. He thinks
about stories from his childhood about beasts from the forest, and imagines
London coming to get him and pull him back into the darkness beneath the
trees. He imagines London as the shadows that move behind you when you are
walking home to the village late at dusk.

we speak sometimes of the countless folds
crinkles in the bruised blue plastic of the world

Or London might be nothing.
He’s drunk on whiskey, and his mind is unfocused and racing from the cocaine
he took before he left work. The rush and icy smooth feeling of being funny and
invincible are gone, and in their place he just feels like a weak current on a very
long wire, stretching out into space.

and what of ours, two shadows
all edges, bed of collarbones, bone folds
you are very warm for a ghost
your heart felt loud in your neck this morning
I texted you from work
in your room the white walls pulsed grey matter
static without my glasses on
a shelf inside a fever dream, void beneath

He misses his family tonight. He’s been tired from work lately, and feels annoyed when he is out with friends and the mood turns jovial. He wants to fight
someone over nothing. Anything. His neck chafes under his tie, and his arms
feels constricted and clumsy in his suit. A girl sitting alone at the next table
over, tries to make small talk with him and he is abrupt with her and as soon
as the sharp words leave his mouth, he sees her face redden and her eyes turn
downward and her shoulders stoop. She stands to leave, and when he puts his
hand on her arm and tries to apologize, she shakes his hand off, and he sees
tears sparkling in the corners of her eyes.
She pushes into the crowd and is gone, leaving Collins alone at his table, drinking his whiskey and dabbing his nose with his pocket square.
Thinking of his family reminds him of a time before he arrived here in this big,
implacable, silent, sinking, damp, dark city. He thinks of his father’s immense
smile and his gleaming teeth and roaring laugh, and he closes his eyes and
remembers sitting on his father’s shoulders as his father churned up and down
the swimming pool, a bottle of Star Lager in one hand. Collins’ mother would
roll her eyes, and his father would flex his muscles and whistle at her until
she smiled at him, and then he would toss Collins into the pool, and as Collins
stares up at the ceiling of the expensive bar, high above the city, he is sick with
loneliness for home and his eyes swim with tears.
He imagines weighing nothing, and wonders what would happen if he stepped
through the glass, and tumbled out into the rain and wind above London.
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2.14
you sit on the edge of the counter and read
centerpiece
of the kitchen’s cosmic scatter
condiments, plates, pieces of paper,
and all that beached human flotsam
head bowed,
haloed figure from a byzantine painting
waiting for water to boil
and on the other side
your night sky eyes
that unknown immensity,
universe expanding
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Like days where you don’t want to touch anything,
for fear of it s t i c k i n g .
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A BEAUTIFUL THOUGHT I HAD

CANAL STREET

I saw the deer forming in my mind’s eye

She was the fraud walking down the aisles of Pearl Paint. A painter

pushing itself into existence

that projected images onto canvas and traced over them. I thought

out of the black recesses

the only authentic part of her process was that she stretched the

and as it formed I noticed its snout

canvas over the wooden frames. She was the fraud walking down

and I could imagine just how it felt

the aisles with two little girls trailing her. I hear The Girl from

covered in short, bristly fur

Ipanema when I think of her, so it couldn’t have been that bad. I

and it was only the head that formed

think, fraud!: a so-called painter that projected images onto canvas.

floating disembodied in this pre-sleep psychic patchwork smoothly

Mucked up palettes and how cold the apartment turned. Bitter cold

asserting itself

to protect us from the smell of turpentine. Turpentine, she said, is

without meaning or metaphor

flammable as if I knew how to light a match. She would seat us on

just a venison face

her brown leather couch and make us watch the projection and her

calmly bobbing on a sea of black velvet

tracing. She was a self-proclaimed painter. Turpentine, she said, is

the deer meant nothing then

flammable, as if to accuse me. As if I would light a match. The apart-

as it doesn’t now

ment was bitter. She opened all the windows in the winter to protect
us from the turpentine. She turned like muck.
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LEATHER MOTE
Orbs of oaken sweat
tapped out of dirty faces in
the summer heat.
The smell and taste of the bodies
pure gold.
I wanted to touch heaven
like a Babylonian.
Climb the bean stalk to
asphyxiation;
But I learned to breath
between sheets of sand
In the cleft of ancient
Burial Mounds.
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BLIND SUCKLING
I camped in your pores,
My ear suctioned to the
ground as we slept.
I wanted to hear your thoughts.
Could you hear mine?
Did you hear how I
Labored through your thighs, or
How I almost drowned inside your
Mouth.
How about now,
Can you feel me
here on your chest?
Can you feel me
digging a home underneath
your skin?
Can you feel me
digging down to the
white of your breast bone?
Down deep to
a safe spot,
for the day you decide
to shake me off.
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SWEETMEAT
A little late night foam
For the sad boys in trouble.
The litter box stays full
So off to your room.
Your little late night fiends
And your late ex girls,
Liken you to seasoned meat
Pink and sweet.
But the sad boys in trouble
Wanna be bad boys with beards
Wanna be bad boys with broad shoulders
Wanna-be bad boys beware.
But Like seasoned meat.
Pink and rare
Not too pink
We warm the heart of mama’s girl
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Jodi Bosin is tentative, but trying. She works as a Graphic Designer in
Philadelphia, PA.
Lizi Breit is a Chicago-based artist working across illustration,
animation, sculpture andperformance. She is a member of Manual
Cinema, a shadow puppet performance collective, and a former member of
shortlivedgloriousgirlband Serious Babies. She is currently producing and
animating a web series about women’s reproductive health, which you can
watch at thedoulaisin.com. The rest of her internet self lives at lizibreit.com.
Holly Burdorff is a writer and artist and dog lover. Other visual/
multimedia work has appeared in Quarterly West, Entropy, and Robot
Butt. Find her on Twitter at @hburdorff.
Ashley Chambers lives in NYC, where is currently a master of divinity
candidate at Union Theological Seminary. She received her MFA from
the University of Alabama in 2015. She is published in Prelude, The
Seattle Review, Salt Hill Journal, and Sonora Review, among others. She
maintains a lively Instagram presence @bodyconference, and can also be
found at ashleyelizabethchambers.com.
Emma Clayton is a BA Fine Art student at Central Saint Martins in
London. Her current explorations traverse realms of text, spoken word, and
performance. More specific modes within her work involve participation/
interaction, poetry, and movement, rooted in concerns of self, perception,
and relation to others and/or environment.
Moira Connelly is a painter and poor gardener living under the highway,
next to the river, and behind the Applebees in Philadelphia. If you can find
her house she sometimes shows art in her backyard.
G. Feder is a teacher and a poet. She studied poetry at the University of
Alabama MFA for one year. She is also a Fulbright Scholar that taught
at the University of Costa Rica, San Pedro. She runs a poetry-in-nature
program for kids with her friends / fellow poets & writers. She is now in
graduate school for Early Childhood Education. She loves playdough, sitting
on her stoop, sipping on rose’, finding the best espresso, dancing, singing,
and is on a mission to see the world. She just returned from Cuba! She was
born and raised in Manhattan and now lives and teaches in Brooklyn, NY.
Vincent Frontero is an undergraduate english and creative writing
student at the University of Alabama, originally from Spring Lake, NJ.
He has had work published in Typehouse Literary Magazine, Oddball
Magazine, Picaroon Poetry, November Bees, Plainsongs, and Streetcake
Magazine.
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Noah Furman can bury dung 250 times heavier than itself in one night.
Many dung beetles, known as rollers, roll dung into round balls, which are
used as a food source or brooding chambers. Others, known as tunnelers,
bury the dung wherever they find it. A third group, the dwellers, neither
roll nor burrow: they simply live in manure. They are often attracted by the
dung collected by burrowing owls. Dung beetles can grow to 3 cm long and
2 cm wide.
Freya Gibbon is going to cyber library school in the fall. She has two
chapbooks: The Bodies, at Dancing Girl Press, and Mothers, at Graveyard
House Press. Other poems can be found online at Word Riot, BirdFeast,
and The Nashville Review.
Ethan Green is an artist living and working in Brooklyn, NY. He received
his BFA from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2008 and his
MFA from Rutgers University in 2017. He has shown in various venues both
nationally and internationally, including shows at the Hyde Park Art Center
in Chicago and the International Print Center in New York. He is currently
participating in Debt Fair, a project organized by Occupy Museums, for the
Whitney Biennial.
Jack Hogan is an artist and lapsed architect from Waterford, Ireland.
He is based in New York. His work is about the everyday sadism and
masochism that turns white boys into adolescents for life, the barely
perceptible codes and aggressions.
Natalia Holtzman’s work has appeared in Salt Hill, DIAGRAM, Hobart,
B O D Y, Phoebe, and elsewhere. She earned her MFA from the University
of Alabama and is currently pursuing a degree in library and information
science from the University of Michigan. She is also at work on a novel
about a large family in a small village in the former Yugoslavia.
Matt Jackson is a Virginia Beach native whose early years were influenced
by surfing culture and an appreciation for the landscapes that surround it.
While attending Savannah College of Art and Design he learned to hone
in on and express these youthful experiences through the creative process.
Now residing in Brooklyn, NY as a freelance designer and illustrator his
work evokes the laid-back lifestyle that he lives and that created him. His
work aims to cut the tension felt in society today and replace it with a smile
or a fond memory from the past.
Creigh Lyndon is a photographer currently living in Brooklyn, NY,
originally from Macon, GA.
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Ricky Lester and Matthew Nguyen are visual artists located in
Macon, GA. Together, they have combined their respective concentrations,
psychology and fine art, to create a series of mixed media drawings that
explore human existence. They are influenced by scientific illustration,
indian miniature painting, artists (such as Alex Grey) who depict concepts
of human experience and reveal their emotional, physical, and social
functions. Concepts explored include conflict, intimacy, death, and
government.
Michael Martone was born in Fort Wayne, IN. Keltch Pharmacy was
on the way home from each public school he attended—Price Elementary,
Franklin Junior High, and North Side High. The store had an old-fashioned
soda fountain. He ordered flavored Cokes mixed right there—cherry,
chocolate, vanilla. Next to the comic books, were racks of candy. Martone
liked candy that also combined the flavors he favored in his Coke—the
vanilla Wayne Bun Bar, the Twin Bing, and Valomilk cups. Later, he taught
at many schools—Iowa State, Harvard, Syracuse. In Cambridge, he lived
on Central Square near the Necco candy factory. Each day, he could tell
what Necco Wafer flavor was being minted—mint, chocolate, clove, licorice,
lemon. His most recent book, Four for a Quarter, reminded him of another
Necco candy, Sky Bar, a chocolate bar divided into four sections, each
section a different flavored center—caramel, vanilla, peanut, fudge.
Beatrice Orlandi is an artist and writer born in Venice, Italy. Previously
based in Stockholm, she is currently completing her MFA at Mason Gross
School of the Arts, NJ. Find more at exoreality.com.
Jordan Pritchard lives and works in London, which, weather dependent,
is the ugliest or most exquisitely beautiful city on the planet. He enjoys
people watching, on the train to work, and writing short stories about the
faces he sees in the crowd. When he’s not up to his neck in work, he still
enjoys checking in with his plans and dreams, and wants to one day hang it
all up and write full-time, preferably split 50/50 between short fiction, and
illustrated children’s books. This dream is encouraged and kept alive by his
beautiful wife Jenny, and their threenager Hunter, who demands a new
story every night, and doesn’t hesitate to interject with plot suggestions of
his own design.
Nick Rossi is a co-founder/editor at Sobotka Literary Magazine and
Ursus Americanus Press. His work has appeared or is forthcoming in Public
Pool, Waxing & Waning, MAYDAY magazine, Souvenir Lit, Vanilla
Sex Magazine, Esoteric, and elsewhere. He writes and plays in band
called Choovanski. His vices are ice cream, coffee, and overinvesting in
relationships. He lives and works around Chicago, Illinois.
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Apart from watercolor painting, Talia Scarpelli invests her creative energy
in embroidery, printmaking, and making zines about shrimp. She studied
art at the University of Alabama, where she wrote weekly political cartoons
and discovered selfpublishing. Talia now lives in Asheville, NC and works at
an arts empowerment center for adults with disabilities.
Aaron Herschel Shapiro is a poet and essayist living in Murfreesboro,
TN where he teaches writing and literature—along with courses in Jewish
and Holocaust studies—for the English Department of Middle State
Tennessee University. He is the recipient of a Vermont Studio Center
Fellowship and a Paul Muldoon Fellowship, and he is the coauthor, with his
father Rabbi Rami Shapiro, of Writing: The Sacred Art. His writing has also
appeared in Teaching in the Pop Culture Zone, Collage Magazine, and The
Mangrove Review.
Mikey--Michael Suhr--is from Middle, GA and lives in Middle, TN. Listen,
it’s 2017, things happen. He is 24, Lifelong learner, current student, mindful
listener, introverted extrovert INFP, ASMR, may feel restless, strong leader,
and brother of four sisters.
Karlie Tankersley was born in Jackson, TN where she grew up with a
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